We use a sample of galaxies with high-quality rotation curves to assess the role of the luminous component ("baryons") in the dwarf galaxy rotation curve diversity problem. As in earlier work, we find that the shape of the rotation curve correlates with baryonic surface density; high surface density galaxies have rapidly-rising rotation curves consistent with cuspy cold dark matter halos, slowly-rising rotation curves (characteristic of galaxies with inner mass deficits or "cores") occur only in low surface density galaxies. The correlation, however, seems too weak in the dwarf galaxy regime to be the main driver of the diversity. In particular, the observed dwarf galaxy sample includes "cuspy" systems where baryons are unimportant in the inner regions and "cored" galaxies where baryons actually dominate the inner mass budget. These features are important diagnostics of the viability of various scenarios proposed to explain the diversity, such as (i) baryonic inflows and outflows; (ii) dark matter self-interactions (SIDM); (iii) variations in the baryonic acceleration through the "mass discrepancy-acceleration relation" (MDAR); or (iv) non-circular motions in gaseous discs. A reanalysis of existing data shows that MDAR does not hold in the inner regions of dwarf galaxies and thus cannot explain the diversity. Together with analytical modeling and cosmological hydrodynamical simulations, our analysis shows that each of the remaining scenarios has promising features, but none seems to fully account for the observed diversity. The origin of the dwarf galaxy rotation curve diversity and its relation to the small structure of cold dark matter remains an open issue.
INTRODUCTION
The non-linear structure of dark matter halos is a well-tested prediction of the Lambda Cold Dark Matter (LCDM) paradigm for structure formation. Numerical simulations have consistently shown that the density profiles of LCDM halos are approximately self-similar, so that the full mass profile of a halo depends on a single parameter, such as the virial 1 mass of the system (Navarro E-mail: isantos@uvic.ca 1 We define the virial quantities of a system as those defined by a mean density of 200× the critical density for closure. Virial parameters are identified by a " 200" subscript. et al. 1996b 200" subscript. et al. , 1997 . This prediction may be contrasted with observation using the rotation curves of dark matterdominated systems, such as dwarf galaxies.
In LCDM, dwarf galaxy rotation curve shapes are expected to be nearly identical for systems with similar maximum circular velocity, Vmax, which is a reliable proxy for the halo virial mass. Observed rotation curves, however, deviate from this simple prediction, and show great diversity at fixed Vmax. We illustrate this in Fig. 1 , where the rotation curves of 4 galaxies with Vmax ∼ 80 km/s are compared with the circular velocity profile of a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) halo with parameters as expected for a Plancknormalized LCDM cosmology (Ludlow et al. 2016 ).
All of these galaxies are heavily dark matter dominated in the outskirts, where they reach approximately the same Vmax, but the shapes of their rotation curves differ greatly. Although UGC 04278 (top-right panel in Fig. 1 ) follows roughly the expected NFW cir-cular velocity profile, the other three deviate from this prediction. Rotation curves that rise more sharply than the NFW curve (UGC 05721; top-left) are not unexpected, and may arise, in principle, from the accumulation of baryons (i.e., stars plus gas) in the inner regions and the ensuing contraction of the halo.
On the other hand, the two galaxies in the bottom panels of Fig. 1 are more problematic, as they have inner velocities well below the expected values. This implies a sizable "inner deficit" of matter relative to LCDM, a feature that is often associated with a constant-density "core" in the dark matter distribution. These two galaxies are thus clear examples of the well-known "cusp-core" controversy (Moore 1994; Flores & Primack 1994) , which, as argued by Oman et al. (2015) , is best characterized as an inner mass deficit relative to the LCDM predictions. Note that this deficit affects only some galaxies, and that others are actually quite consistent with LCDM, at least according to this measure.
The origin of the diversity illustrated in Fig. 1 is still unclear, and has elicited a number of proposals that are being actively debated in the literature. These proposals may be grouped into four broad categories. One is that the diversity is caused by the effects of baryonic inflows and outflows during the formation of the galaxy, which lead to gravitational potential fluctuations that may rearrange the inner dark matter profiles (see; e.g., Navarro et al. 1996a; Read & Gilmore 2005; Mashchenko et al. 2006; Governato et al. 2012; Pontzen & Governato 2012; Chan et al. 2015) . In this scenario, "cores" are created by feedback-driven blowouts that remove baryons from the inner regions, leading to a reduction of the inner dark matter content. These cores can, in principle, be reversed, and dark matter cusps may be recreated by subsequent baryonic infall (Tollet et al. 2016; Benítez-Llambay et al. 2019) . This "baryoninduced cores and cusps" mechanism (hereafter BICC, for short) offers in principle an appealing potential explanation for the observed diversity.
A second scenario argues that dark matter self-interactions are responsible for "heating up" the inner regions of a CDM halo into a core, thus reducing the central densities and allowing for slowlyrising rotation curves such as those in the bottom panels of Fig. 1 (Spergel & Steinhardt 2000) . Galaxies with rapidly-rising rotation curves are more difficult to accommodate in this self-interacting dark matter scenario (hereafter SIDM), where they are ascribed to either systems that were originally so dense that the resulting core is rather small, or to systems where the central baryonic potential is deep enough to affect the SIDM density profile (e.g., Rocha et al. 2013; Kaplinghat et al. 2016; Kamada et al. 2017; Ren et al. 2019) .
A third possibility is that the diversity is generated by variations in the spatial distribution of the baryonic component. Indeed, it has been argued that galaxy rotation speeds at all radii may be inferred directly from the baryonic matter distribution via the "mass discrepancy-acceleration relation" (hereafter, MDAR 2 , McGaugh et al. 2016; Lelli et al. 2016) . In this scenario the radial acceleration associated with circular motion, g obs (r) = V 2 rot (r)/r, is linked to the baryonic contribution to such acceleration, g bar = V 2 bar (r)/r, through a simple function, g obs (g bar ), with rather small scatter. Thus, the diversity in the rotation curve shapes would result simply from the diverse contribution of baryons to the acceleration in the inner regions.
Finally, the possibility has been raised that, at least in part, the diversity may be due to uncertainties in the circular velocities inferred from observations. The recent work of Marasco et al. (2018) 2 This relation is also known as the "radial acceleration relation", or RAR. Figure 1 . Examples of rotation curves of dwarf galaxies from the SPARC dataset with Vmax ∼ 80 km/s. The four galaxies have been chosen to span a range of rotation curve shapes, from fast-rising (top-left) to slowrising (bottom-right) relative to the LCDM predictions, shown by the black line and gray shaded area. Observed rotation speeds are shown in red; the baryonic contribution (gas+stars) is shown in cyan. Dotted vertical lines indicate r fid , the inner fiducial radius adopted in our analysis (see eq. 1). The red and cyan crosses in the bottom-left panel illustrate two of the characteristic velocities used in our study; the rotation velocity at r fid , V fid ≡ Vrot(r fid ), and the baryonic contribution to the circular velocity ar r fid , V b,fid ≡ V bar (r fid ). The total stellar and baryonic masses, as well as the rotation curve shape parameter ηrot = V fid /Vmax, are given in the legends of each panel.
and Oman et al. (2019) argues that the triaxiality of the dark matter halo may induce non-circular (i.e., elliptical) closed orbits in gaseous discs. Depending on how the kinematic principal axes of a particular galaxy are aligned relative to the major and minor axes of the orbital ellipses, the inferred velocities may over-or underestimate the true circular velocity, sometimes by large amounts. This could also, in principle, explain the observed diversity. How can we tell these scenarios apart? The papers cited in the above discussion have already shown that each of these mechanisms can, in principle, modify the LCDM mass profiles enough to account for the observed diversity. Therefore, assessing the viability of each of these scenarios must rely on a more detailed elaboration of their predictions as well as on the use of ancillary data or diagnostics. This is what we attempt in the present paper, where we use cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of galaxy formation in these scenarios, as well as a more detailed analysis of the role of baryons on different measures of rotation curve diversity to gauge the success of each of the above scenarios.
We begin with a brief description of the observational datasets (Sec. 2), followed by a description of the cosmological simulations adopted for our analysis (Sec. 3). We present our main results in Sec. 4, and summarize our main conclusions in Sec. 5.
As we were preparing this paper for submission, we became aware of a recent preprint by Kaplinghat et al. (2019) , who analyze many of the same issues we address here. Some of our conclusions agree with theirs, others do not. We have added a brief discussion of the similarities and differences in Sec. 5.
OBSERVATIONAL DATA
Our compilation of rotation curves from the literature includes datasets from the Spitzer Photometry & Accurate Rotation Curves project (SPARC; Lelli et al. 2016) ; from The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey (THINGS; de Blok et al. 2008) ; from the Local Irregulars That Trace Luminosity Extremes, The HI Nearby Galaxy Survey (LITTLE THINGS ; Oh et al. 2015) ; as well as from the work of Adams et al. (2014) and Relatores et al. (2019) .
All rotation curves in this compilation were inferred from high-resolution HI and/or Hα velocity fields, and include asymmetric drift corrections when needed. In all cases the velocity field data has been combined with photometry to construct mass models that include the stellar, gaseous, and dark matter components. In particular, the SPARC, THINGS and LITTLE THINGS data make use of Spitzer 3.6µm surface photometry, while Adams et al. (2014) and Relatores et al. (2019) use r-band images from a variety of sources. If the same galaxy is common to more than one survey, we adopt the SPARC data, because the majority of galaxies in our sample come from that compilation.
To minimize the inclusion of rotation curves that might be affected by substantial uncertainty we only consider galaxies with inclinations i > 30 • , and omit the "grade=3" galaxies of Relatores et al. (2019) . (We refer the reader to that paper for details.) Furthermore, as our analysis relies on comparing rotation velocities in the inner and outer regions, we retain only systems whose rotation curves cover a relatively wide radial range. More specifically, we retain only systems where the last measured point of the rotation curve (r last , V last ) is at least twice as far from the centre as a "fiducial" inner radius, defined as r fid = 2(Vmax/70 km/s) kpc.
(1)
We note that in most cases V last ≈ Vmax, and that the scaling of r fid with Vmax ensures that the ratio ηrot = V fid /Vmax (where V fid ≡ Vrot(r fid )) is a simple but reliable indicator of the shape of the rotation curve for dwarf and massive galaxies alike. Rapidlyrising rotation curves have high values of ηrot, approaching unity for rotation curves that remain approximately flat from the inner to the outermost regions.
Because sharply-rising rotation curves are expected from cuspy dark matter profiles, we shall at times loosely refer to rotation curves with ηrot ∼ 1 as "cuspy". On the other hand, systems with ηrot 1 have very slowly-rising rotation curves, consistent with "cores". We shall occasionally refer to such systems as having "cored" mass profiles or "cored" rotation curves.
Our compilation retains a total of 117 galaxies, spanning a wide range in Vmax (from ∼ 20 to ∼ 320 km/s ) and in stellar mass (from Mstar ∼ 1.6 × 10 6 M to ∼ 2.1 × 10 11 M ). Our analysis makes use of published mass models, which include the combined gravitational effect of gas and stars -which we shall hereafter refer to as "baryons"-, on the rotation curve. In practice, we shall use V 2 bar (r) = V 2 gas (r) + V 2 stars (r), where the latter two terms are the contributions to the circular velocity of gas and stars reported in the literature. We have also computed baryonic half-mass radii, r b,half , assuming spherical symmetry (i.e., M bar (< r) = rV 2 bar (r)/G) and that the baryonic component does not extend beyond r last .
When necessary, we estimate virial masses, M200, for each system assuming an NFW profile of the same maximum circular velocity and a concentration parameter, c, taken from Ludlow et al. (2016) 's median M200(c) relation. We list, for each galaxy in our sample, the specific structural and velocity parameters used in our analysis in Table A1 . Although this compilation contains most galaxies with high-quality rotation curves inferred from 2D velocity fields, it is important to note that our sample may be subject to substantial selection biases that are not easy to quantify. We shall hereafter assume that these galaxies are representative of the galaxy population as a whole, but this is an assumption that may require revision once better, more complete datasets become available.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

LCDM simulations: EAGLE/APOSTLE
The APOSTLE project is a set of twelve zoom-in simulations of "Local Group"-like regions selected from a 100 3 Mpc 3 "darkmatter-only" (hereafter, DMO) cosmological box run in a WMAP-7 cosmology. These Local Group (LG) regions are defined by the presence of a pair of halos that meet mass, relative velocity, and isolation criteria that match observed constraints on the Milky Way-Andromeda pair (Fattahi et al. 2016; Sawala et al. 2016) . These LG volumes have been run at three different levels of resolution. We shall use for this analysis the highest-resolution set (labelled "AP-L1"), with particle masses m dm ∼ 5 × 10 4 M , mgas ∼ 10 4 M and a maximum physical gravitational softening length of 134 pc. Our analysis will use isolated (i.e., not satellites) systems found at z = 0 within ∼ 2.5 Mpc from the barycentre of the two main galaxies in each volume.
The APOSTLE simulations were run with the EAGLE (Evolution and Assembly of GaLaxies and their Environments) galaxy formation code (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015) , which includes radiative cooling, star formation, stellar feedback, black hole growth and active galactic nuclei (AGN) feedback (the latter negligible for LG galaxies). In particular, star formation assumes a metallicity-dependent density threshold (Schaye 2004 ) of the form n thr = min n thr,0 (Z/Z0) −α , nmax ,
where n thr,0 = 0.1 cm −3 , nmax = 10 cm −3 , Z0 = 0.002, and α = 0.64. Stellar feedback mimicking the effects of stellar winds, radiation pressure and supernova explosions is accounted for using a stochastic, thermal prescription (Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012).
LCDM simulations: NIHAO
The NIHAO (Numerical Investigation of a Hundred Astrophysical Objects) project is a set of ∼100 cosmological zoom-in hydrodynamical simulations of isolated galaxies performed using the ESF-Gasoline2 code (Wadsley et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2015) and run in a flat LCDM cosmology with parameters from Planck Collaboration et al. (2014) . These simulations span a wide range of halo virial masses, from ∼ 5 × 10 9 to 2 × 10 12 M . All NIHAO have spatial resolution high enough to resolve the mass profile of all systems reliably down to 1% of the virial radius. Particle masses scale with halo virial mass so that all halos are resolved with similar numbers of particles. As an example, they are m dm ∼ 2 × 10 4 M and mgas ∼ 3.5 × 10 3 M for a 10 10 M halo. Subgrid physics include a recipe for star formation that matches the Kennicutt-Schmidt Law in regions with a temperature below 15000 K and density above a threshold, n thr > 10.3 cm −3 . The algorithm includes stellar feedback from supernovae (implemented through a blast-wave formalism; Stinson et al. 2006 ) and from massive stars prior to their explosion as SNe ("early stellar feedback"; Stinson et al. 2013 ).
The star formation and feedback algorithms are such that NI-HAO dark matter halos can expand to form cores, with the degree of expansion depending mainly on the stellar-to-halo mass ratio (Tollet et al. 2016; Dutton et al. 2016 Dutton et al. , 2019a . As a result, NI-HAO galaxies show a fairly wide diversity of rotation curves, as discussed by Santos-Santos et al. (2018) .
LCDM simulations: EAGLE-CHT10
This simulation series, first presented in Benítez-Llambay et al. (2019) , evolves cosmological boxes 12 Mpc on a side, and are run with the same code and cosmology as the EAGLE/APOSTLE project (see Sec. 3.1). The main difference is that they adopt a higher threshold for star formation, independent of metallicity. In this paper we consider a run with constant n thr = 10 cm −3 , which is roughly 100× higher than that used in APOSTLE. Mass resolution is given by m dm ∼ 4 × 10 5 M and mgas ∼ 8 × 10 4 M . As reported in Benítez-Llambay et al. (2019) , a higher star formation threshold allows gas to collapse and become gravitationally dominant at the centre of a halo. Baryonic outflows driven by supernova feedback are then able to modify the inner DM density profile, just as in the NIHAO simulations, which adopt a similar value of n thr .
SIDM simulations: SIDM10
We use two re-simulations of one of the APOSTLE volumes (AP01-L1 in the notation of Fattahi et al. 2016) . One re-simulation is dark-matter-only, the other includes the same subgrid physical treatment of star formation and feedback as APOSTLE, except that it uses the EAGLE-Recal model parameters rather than the EAGLE-Ref parameters that were used in the APOSTLE runs (Lovell et al., in prep.) . Mass and spatial resolution are the same as in that series (Sec. 3.1). The only difference is that the EAGLE code has been modified to include a collisional term for dark matter particle pairwise interactions in order to model the effects of a ssi = σSIDM/m=10 cm 2 /g velocity-independent self-interaction cross section. The code modifications are described in detail in Robertson et al. (2017 Robertson et al. ( , 2018 .
RESULTS
Rotation curve diversity: Observational results
Rotation curve shape vs mass
The parameter ηrot = V fid /Vmax is a useful measure of the shape of a rotation curve. It contrasts the measured rotation speeds in the inner regions of the galaxy (V fid ) with the maximum rotation speed (Vmax), which is generally similar to the velocity at the outermost measured point, V last . We note that in some cases the rotation curve may still be rising at the last measured point, in which case Vmax may be underestimated. This, however, should have a relatively minor effect on ηrot because a change in Vmax would lead to a change in the inner fiducial radius, r fid . Recall as well that we only retain systems where r last > 2 r fid , which should minimize any bias introduced by this effect.
The scaling of r fid with Vmax means that our measure of the inner rotation curve adjusts to the total mass of a system. This is preferable to using a fixed physical radius, and allows for a proper comparison of the inner and outer regions of the rotation curve of a galaxy, regardless of mass. For LCDM halos, r fid is in the rising part of the circular velocity curve, and one would expect a roughly Figure 2 . Rotation speed at the inner fiducial radius vs maximum rotation speed for all galaxies in our observational sample. Galaxies with rapidlyrising rotation curves lie near the 1:1 dotted line. Rotation curves with (V fid ,Vmax) values consistent with dark matter-only LCDM halos lie along the gray curve and shaded area, computed using the median M 200 (c) relation (plus 10-90 and 1-99 percentiles) for a Planck-normalized cosmology (Ludlow et al. 2016) . Slowly-rising rotation curves (i.e., "cored" galaxies with a substantial inner mass deficit relative to LCDM) lie below the greyshaded area. Each galaxy is labelled with its name and colored according to ηrot, which we adopt as a simple measure of rotation curve shape. log(V max ) Figure 3 . Rotation curve shape parameter, ηrot, vs effective baryonic surface density, Σ bar . The correlation between the two reflects the ηrot dependence on galaxy mass (or Vmax), which in turn correlates strongly with surface density. Massive galaxies (high Σ bar ) do not show evidence for cores, which only occur in dwarfs, which have low Σ bar . In the dwarf galaxy regime the ηrot-Σ bar is actually quite weak and unlikely to be the cause of the diversity. See text for further discussion.
constant value of V fid /Vmax ∼ 0.65. We plot these two parameters for all galaxies in our sample in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 illustrates a few interesting points. One is that the evidence for "cores", defined by an inner mass deficit relative to LCDM at r fid , affects only a fraction of all galaxies and is restricted to dwarf systems. Indeed, no galaxy with Vmax > 150 km/s is found below the grey shaded band that tracks the expected loci of dark matter halos in LCDM. Most massive galaxies closely hug the 1:1 line, suggesting rotation curves that rise actually more rapidly than expected for LCDM halos and stay flat out to their last measured radius. As we shall discuss below (Sec. 4.1.3), this is due to the effect of baryons, which accumulate at the centre and drive the circular velocity at r fid to higher values than expected from the dark matter alone.
Galaxies with Vmax < 150 km/s, on the other hand, show a wide diversity of rotation curve shapes, from rapidly-rising, nearly flat rotation curve galaxies near the dotted 1:1 line, to very slowlyrising curves well below the grey band. The latter are systems where the evidence for an inner mass deficit, or a "core", is the most compelling.
As discussed in Sec. 1, four different scenarios have been proposed to explain the rotation curve diversity illustrated in Fig. 2 ; identifying which one is most consistent with existing data is the main goal of this paper. Since baryons play an important role in several of the proposed scenarios, it is important to check how the diversity correlates with the gravitational contribution of baryons. We discuss this next.
Rotation curve shape and baryon surface density
The role of baryons in determining the shape of the rotation curve has long been predicated on the basis that the shape of the inner rotation curve seems to correlate with galaxy surface brightness (e.g., de Blok et al. 1996; Lelli et al. 2013) . We shall use here baryonic surface density rather than (stellar) surface brightness since baryons are mainly in gaseous form in many galaxies of our sample. We explore this in Fig. 3 , where we plot the rotation curve shape parameter, ηrot, as a function of the "effective" baryonic surface mass density, Σ bar = M bar /2πr 2 b,half . (M bar and r b,half are the total baryonic mass and half-mass radius of a galaxy, respectively.)
There is indeed a correlation between ηrot and Σ bar , but it is largely a reflection of the galaxy mass-surface density relation: massive galaxies (none of which have cores, as discussed in the previous subsection) have higher surface density than dwarfs (some of which have cores and others which do not). Aside from this overall trend, when considering only dwarfs (i.e., Vmax < 150 km/s) Fig. 3 shows that the correlation between ηrot and Σ bar is much weaker. In other words, although all "cored" galaxies (i.e., ηrot < ∼ 0.55) are low surface density systems, the converse is not true: there are indeed a number of low surface density galaxies with "cuspy" rotation curves. Baryonic surface density alone is thus not a reliable indicator of the presence of a core or cusp in a dwarf galaxy and, therefore, unlikely to be the origin of the diversity. This is an issue to which we will return repeatedly throughout our discussion below.
Rotation curve shape and baryon central dominance
Although, overall, dwarf galaxy rotation curve shapes correlate only weakly with the effective baryon surface density, it is possible that baryons shape rotation curves through their role in setting the inner gravitational potential. We explore this in Fig. 4 ,
Rotation curve shape parameter, ηrot, as a function of the gravitational importance of the baryonic component at the inner fiducial radius, η bar . The latter is approximately the ratio between baryonic and total enclosed masses within r fid . Galaxies are colored by maximum circular velocity, as indicated by the colorbar. Dark-matter-only LCDM halos have, on average, ηrot ∼ 0.65, with 10:90 percentile scatter as indicated by the grey band. The rotation curves of the four galaxies highlighted with black circles are shown in Fig. 5 . Systems with η bar < 0.09 are shown at that value for clarity.
where we plot ηrot vs η bar , where the latter is defined as η bar ≡ (V bar (r fid )/V fid ) 2 . (We hereafter define V b,fid ≡ V bar (r fid ) for ease of notation.) The (squared) ratio between the baryonic contribution and the measured rotation velocity at r fid is roughly equivalent to the ratio between the enclosed baryonic and total mass within the inner fiducial radius, r fid . Fig. 4 illustrates a few interesting points. The first is that in massive disks (i.e., Vmax > 150 km/s) rotation curves are approximately flat (i.e., ηrot ∼ 1) and baryons, as expected, play an important role (i.e., η bar > ∼ 0.4-0.5). An example of this kind of galaxy (UGC 03205) is shown in the top-right panel of Fig. 5 . The rotation curve in this case rises actually more rapidly than expected for an LCDM halo of the same Vmax (black curve in the same panel) because of the gravitational importance of the baryons at r fid .
For less massive systems the interpretation is less clear: most dwarf galaxies (defined as having Vmax < 150 km/s) scatter from the top-left to bottom-right corners in Fig. 4 , a surprising trend for scenarios that envision the importance of baryons as the main driver of the rotation curve diversity.
Indeed, take, for example, systems at the top-left corner of Fig. 4 : these are galaxies with rapidly-rising ("cuspy") rotation curves but where baryons play a negligible role at the inner fiducial radius r fid . An example (NGC 1705) is shown in the top-left panel of Fig. 5 . As we shall see below, systems like this are difficult to reproduce in scenarios like BICC and SIDM, where all or most halos have cores and cuspy rotation curves are assumed to occur only in systems where baryons dominate the central potential.
A similar comment applies to galaxies at the bottom-right corner of Fig. 4 : these galaxies have the largest "cores", which, in the BICC scenario, would correspond to systems that have suffered the effects of explosive baryonic outflows, and where few This discussion illustrates how Fig. 4 provides a useful tool to judge the viability of the various scenarios that aim to explain the rotation curve diversity. In other words, it is not enough to identify a mechanism that may modify the inner regions of a halo to create diversity in the rotation curves of dwarf galaxies; the same mechanism must also allow galaxies to exhibit the observed diversity in the importance of baryons in the inner regions and must reproduce the trends in the ηrot-η bar plane shown in Fig. 4 . This is the key argument of the analysis that follows, where we shall examine, in turn, the successes and shortcomings of each of the four scenarios identified in Sec. 1.
Diversity and MDAR
We begin by exploring whether the observed diversity is due to diversity in the distribution of baryons, via the "mass discrepancyacceleration relation" (MDAR) proposed by McGaugh et al. (2016) . These authors argue that, at all radii, and for all galaxies, observed accelerations, g obs (r) = V 2 rot (r)/r are linked through a tight relation to the accelerations expected from the baryonic distribution, g bar (r) = V 2 bar (r)/r. Could the diversity of rotation curves be due to variations in the baryonic mass distribution, which result in a large spread of inner acceleration values at fixed Vmax?
We test this hypothesis in Fig. 6 , where we compare total and baryonic accelerations at the inner fiducial radius for all galaxies in our sample. The MDAR relation from McGaugh et al. (2016) , including scatter, is shown by the light blue shaded region. Galaxies are colored by the shape parameter, ηrot. Note that, at r fid , galaxies follow only approximately the MDAR relation. Indeed, the rms scatter in g obs is 0.23 dex, substantially larger than the 0.11 dex Figure 6 . Observed radial acceleration at the inner fiducial radius, g obs,fid = V 2 fid /r fid , vs the baryonic acceleration at the same radius, g b,fid = V 2 b,fid /r fid for all galaxies in our observational sample. Each galaxy is colored by the rotation curve shape parameter, ηrot. Note that "cored" galaxies with slowly-rising rotation curves (i.e., ηrot < ∼ 0.55) typically fall outside of the MDAR relation proposed by McGaugh et al. (2016) , shown by the blue shaded area. The diversity in observed rotation curves is thus not caused by the MDAR through variations in the gravitational acceleration at r fid induced by the baryonic component.
obtained by McGaugh et al. (2016) by combining data for all galaxies and radii. In addition, most galaxies with large "cores" (i.e. ηrot < 0.5) fall systematically off and below the MDAR relation (see also Santos-Santos et al. 2016; Ren et al. 2019 , who report a similar result).
In other words, the baryonic mass distribution is unable to reproduce, via the MDAR, the inner rotation curves of galaxies with large cores. This is a conclusion already hinted at by Navarro et al. (2017) ; Ludlow et al. (2017) , who argued that the MDAR relation is actually readily reproduced in LCDM: since "cored" galaxies are unexpected in LCDM, they should also deviate systematically from the MDAR, as seen in Fig. 6 . We conclude that MDAR is unable to explain the observed diversity of rotation curves.
Diversity and BICC (baryon-induced cores/cusps)
We shall use several LCDM cosmological hydrodynamical simulations to compare with observed rotation curves. The first corresponds to simulations from the APOSTLE project (Sawala et al. 2016) , which used the code developed for the EAGLE project (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015) to simulate volumes selected to resemble the Local Group.
Rotation curves from these simulations have been analyzed in a number of papers (e.g., Oman et al. 2015; Sales et al. 2017; Bose et al. 2019) , who report that the inner cuspy structure of the halos is largely unaltered by the assembly of the galaxy, except for some halo contraction caused by the accumulation of baryons at the centre (see also Schaller et al. 2015) . No dark matter "cores" are formed in APOSTLE, in the sense that there is no obvious reduction in the inner dark matter content compared to what would be expected from a DMO simulation. We shall use galaxies selected from the "high-resolution" APOSTLE volumes, referred to as AP-L1 for short (Fattahi et al. 2016) .
The lack of cores in the EAGLE/APOSTLE simulations has been traced to the relatively low (minimum) gas density threshold for star formation adopted in that code (Eq. 2). This prevents the gas that condenses at the centres of dark matter halos from dominating gravitationally, minimizing the effects that baryonic inflows and outflows may have on the dark matter (Pontzen & Governato 2012) . Cores do form in simulations run with the same EAGLE code but with a raised threshold (Benítez-Llambay et al. 2019) . For that reason, we shall also use here results from a simulation with n thr = 10 cm −3 , labelled EAGLE-CHT10.
Dark matter cores have also been reported in simulations from the NIHAO project (Wang et al. 2015) , a series of zoom-in resimulations of galaxies spanning a wide range in mass. Like EAGLE-CHT10, these simulations adopt a high star formation threshold, but a rather different implementation of the star formation and feedback algorithms. Details for this and other simulations may be found in Sec. 3 and references listed there.
How well do each of these simulation series reproduce the observed diversity and, importantly, the relation between rotation curve shape and baryonic importance? We contrast the V fid -Vmax results with observational data in Fig. 7 . Simulated galaxies are only included if the Power et al. (2003) convergence radius is smaller than r fid . Except when otherwise explicitly noted, we shall estimate circular velocities in simulated galaxies assuming spherical symmetry; i.e., V 2 circ (R) = GM (< r)/r. The top-left panel reproduces the observational data presented in Fig. 2, colored this time by the baryon importance parameter, η bar . The same observational data is reproduced in the other panels, for reference, with grey circles. Legends in each panel label the simulation series it corresponds to. Fig. 8 is similar in concept to Fig. 7 , but for the ηrot-η bar relation. Observed galaxies are shown in the top-left panel of Fig. 8 and are colored by Vmax. We shall use these two figures to discuss next the results of each simulation series.
APOSTLE
As expected from the discussion above, APOSTLE galaxies (topright panel in Fig. 7) show little diversity in their rotation curve shapes, which track closely the loci of DMO LCDM halos (grey line/shaded band in top-left panel). The upturn relative to the LCDM/NFW line in massive galaxies results from the contribution of baryons in the inner regions. Note that because of the relatively small simulated volume there are few massive galaxies in APOS-TLE. The APOSTLE sample contains no slowly-rising, large core dwarf galaxies (i.e., systems well below the grey line), in disagreement with observations.
In terms of rotation curve shape vs baryon importance, we see from the top-right panel of Fig. 8 that few APOSTLE galaxies are dominated by baryons in the inner regions. APOSTLE is able to reproduce fairly well rapidly-rising rotation curves in galaxies where baryons are unimportant (i.e., top-left corner of the ηrot-η bar panel); these correspond to NFW-like halos where the initial cusp has been, if anything, slightly strengthened by the accumulation of baryons at the centre.
Slowly-rising rotation curves (i.e., ηrot < ∼ 0.55), as well as heavily baryon-dominated galaxies (η bar > ∼ 0.4) are not present in these simulations. This comparison briefly summarizes the known shortcomings of EAGLE/APOSTLE simulations to reproduce the observed diversity of dwarf galaxy rotation curves (e.g., Oman et al. 2015) .
NIHAO
The comparison with NIHAO is shown in the bottom-left panels of Figs. 7 and 8. Starting with Fig. 7 , NIHAO galaxies exhibit more slowly-rising rotation curves than APOSTLE in the Vmax range 40-100 km/s. This is the result of the cores created by baryonic outflows in these runs. More massive galaxies have rapidly-rising rotation curves, and thus no obvious cores, presumably because baryonic outflows are less efficient in the deep potential wells of these systems. Cores do not form in very low-mass galaxies either (i.e., Vmax < 40 km/s), in this case because too few stars form in these systems to power the needed outflows (e.g., Di Cintio et al. 2014a,b) .
The cores in NIHAO help to reconcile LCDM with some of the slowly-rising rotation curve systems that APOSTLE fails to reproduce. Note, however, that because core formation is quite efficient in the 40 < Vmax/km/s < 100 range, NIHAO seems unable to reproduce rapidly-rising rotation curves in that range (see also Santos-Santos et al. 2018) . Indeed, judging from the lower-left panel of Fig. 7 , NIHAO's result do not seem to capture the full diversity of dwarf galaxy rotation curves. In addition, there is some evidence for cores at the lowest mass end (i.e., Vmax < 40 km/s) again at odds with NIHAO's results.
These shortcomings are also apparent in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 8 , where we see that NIHAO does not reproduce the observed systems with "cuspy" rotation curves and negligible baryon contribution (top-left corner), nor baryon-dominated galaxies with large cores (bottom-right). Regarding the latter (two examples of which, UGC05750 and IC2574, are highlighted with circles in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 8 ), Santos-Santos et al. (2018) have suggested that the disagreement may have been caused by the assumption of spherical symmetry when estimating circular velocities in simulations (see also Dutton et al. 2019b) .
Indeed, these authors show in their Fig. 6 that the inner circular velocities of two NIHAO galaxies (highlighted with squares in the bottom-left panel of our Fig. 8 ) could be substantially reduced by taking into account the actual flattened geometry of the baryons when computing the gravitational potential on the disc plane. This reduction could, in principle, lead to lower values of ηrot, as shown by the cyan dashed lines in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 8 . However, because the NIHAO galaxies are actually dark matter dominated at r fid , the reduction in ηrot is accompanied by an even more substantial reduction in η bar , shifting the galaxies to the bottomleft corner of the panel, rather than closer to the observed galaxies. In other words, NIHAO galaxies may come close to matching the shape of the rotation curves of UGC05750 and IC2574, but are unable to reproduce, simultaneously, the importance of baryons in the inner regions. This discussion highlights the power of using both ηrot and η bar as diagnostics of the viability of a particular scenario meant to explain the rotation curve diversity. 
EAGLE-CHT10
Finally, we consider an alternative LCDM simulation run with the EAGLE code, but where a higher star formation threshold allows baryonic outflows to transform cusps into cores. The star formation and feedback algorithm is quite different from NIHAO's so, in principle, we do not expect the same results. However, as may be seen in the bottom-right panel of Fig. 7 , the results for EAGLE-CHT10 are not too dissimilar to NIHAO's. There is, again, a shortage of "cuspy" systems in the 70 < Vmax/km/s< 150 range. We are unable to check for the presence of cores in Vmax < 40 km/s galaxies because of limited numerical resolution. In terms of ηrot vs η bar (Fig. 8) , we see that, as in the case of NIHAO, EAGLE-CHT10 has difficulty reproducing "cuspy" galaxies where the baryon contribution is negligible. EAGLE-CHT10 fares a bit better in terms of the largest cores, especially those with high values of η bar , but the difference with NIHAO in this respect is small.
Summary
It is clear that baryonic outflows can produce cores in dwarf galaxies, reconciling in the process LCDM with systems with slowlyrising rotation curves. However, this mechanism, at least as implemented in the NIHAO and EAGLE-CHT10 simulations we analyzed here, is unable to account simultaneously for galaxies with "cuspy" rotation curves where the inner contribution of baryons is negligible.
The observed diversity seems to demand a mechanism that forms cores in some galaxies only, while others retain (or re-form) a cusp, independently of the baryonic mass contribution. This feature seems to elude current simulations of this mechanism. It is unclear whether this signals a fundamental shortcoming of the models, or just a need to "fine tune" the numerical implementations. What is clear, however, is that any successful explanation of the rotation curve diversity should provide a natural explanation for the apparent presence of cusps and cores in dwarfs and for their peculiar relation to the importance of baryons in the inner regions.
Diversity and SIDM
Self-interacting dark matter is a distinct scenario for explaining the rotation curve diversity, where cores in the inner dark matter density profiles form not through baryonic outflows, but, rather, because of the inward "heat transfer" driven by collisions ("selfinteractions") between dark matter particles 3 . The simplest example for SIDM corresponds to elastic, velocity-independent interactions where the magnitude of the effect is controlled by a single parameter; the self-interacting cross section, ssi (see; e.g., Rocha et al. 2013 ). This is, in principle, a free parameter, but values between 0.1 and 1 cm 2 /g lead to tangible changes in the inner density profiles of dark matter halos (see; e.g., the recent review by Tulin & Yu 2018 ).
An exploration of all SIDM alternatives is beyond the scope of this paper, where we choose ssi = 10 cm 2 /g. This is a rather extreme value that, however, allows us to explore the maximal effect of this mechanism without promoting a "core collapse" of the inner regions (e.g., Elbert et al. 2015) . This model, which we shall refer to hereafter as SIDM10, should be regarded as a limiting case where cores are as large as this mechanism may be expected to yield. We emphasize that more realistic SIDM models would include a velocity-dependent cross section, which would be needed to reduce the effective cross section in galaxy clusters, where a cross section as large as assumed here is clearly ruled out (see; e.g., Tulin & Yu 2018, and references therein) . Velocity dependence is indeed generic with light force mediators, as would be expected for large cross sections. We shall ignore these complications in our analysis, which is not meant to rule in or out SIDM as a class, but rather to identify further observational diagnostics useful for assessing the relative performance of different scenarios.
SIDM10: dark matter only
We begin by exploring the effect of SIDM on the inner mass distribution of dark matter halos in the dark-matter-only case. As discussed above, interactions reduce the inner dark matter density and promote the formation of a constant density core. This has little effect on the maximum circular velocity of a halo, but can reduce substantially the circular velocity at the inner fiducial radius.
We may see the resulting effect on the top-right panel of Fig. 9 , where we plot the results of the DMO version of the AP-L1 volumes (in red), together with results from the DMO SIDM10 run (blue). Clearly, the values of V fid at fixed Vmax are substantially lower in the case of SIDM10 than for LCDM (APOSTLE).
We can use the results of the AP-L1 and SIDM10 DMO runs to model the DMO SIDM10 V fid -Vmax relation, as well as its scatter, starting from the LCDM M200-concentration relation (and its scatter; Ludlow et al. 2016) . Details of the procedure are given in the Appendix, but we describe it briefly below, for completeness.
The inner mass profile of an SIDM halo is well approximated by a non-singular isothermal sphere, which is fully described by a pair of parameters (see; e.g., p.228 of Binney & Tremaine 1987) . These may be taken to be the central density, ρ0, and a scale radius, r0, or, alternatively, a velocity dispersion, σ0. For SIDM10, these parameters correlate closely with the corresponding LCDM parameters: for example, there is a close relation between the Vmax of an LCDM halo and the characteristic σ0 of the counterpart halo that forms if the same initial conditions are evolved with selfinteractions turned on.
Likewise, there is a strong correlation between r0 and the characteristic radial scale of an LCDM halo, best expressed through r1, the radius where, on average, one interaction per particle is expected per Hubble time. These correlations are sensitive to the value of ssi adopted; we show them for ssi = 10 cm 2 /g in Fig. A2 for matching halo pairs identified in LCDM and SIDM DMO simulations of one of the AP-L1 volumes.
These same correlations may be used to generate a population of SIDM10 halos that include both the original scatter in the LCDM mass-concentration relation, but also the scatter in the relations that link LCDM and SIDM10. The results of this procedure, in terms of V fid and Vmax are shown by the blue thick line (and shaded area, which delineate the 10:90 percentiles) in the top-right panel of Fig. 9 . To make further progress we need to model the effect of baryons into this population of SIDM10 halos, either through modeling or direct simulation. We pursue this below.
SIDM10 + baryons: a model
As baryons accumulate at the center of an SIDM halo, they are expected to deepen the central gravitational potential. This should cause the surrounding dark matter to respond by contracting and, for large enough perturbations, by rebuilding the inner cusp. This process has been explored using analytical techniques and simulations of isolated systems in prior work (Kaplinghat et al. 2014; Kamada et al. 2017; Ren et al. 2019; Creasey et al. 2017) , which argues that the effect should be strong enough in practice to produce cuspy and cored rotation curves, and may account for the observed rotation curve diversity.
In this scenario, slowly-rising rotation curves reflect systems where self-interactions have carved a core, and where the baryons are not important enough to rebuild the cusp. At the other extreme, rapidly-rising rotation curves should generally correspond to systems where baryons deepened the central potential and are gravitationally important enough to rebuild the central dark matter cusp. Figure 11 . Top: Same as the top-right panel of Fig. 7 , but including the results of mock HI observations of two simulated galaxies from APOSTLE, analyzed with 3D BAROLO (Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015; Oman et al. 2019) . AP-L1-V6-5-0 is shown in blue, AP-L1-V4-14-0 in red. The results of 24 different lines of sight at fixed inclination (i = 60 o ) are shown, with different colors for each of the two galaxies. Bottom: Same as the top-right panel of Fig. 8 , for the same two galaxies as in top panel. The large boxes with a cross indicate the values obtained from the circular velocity curve rather than from 3D BAROLO.
These two features are, at first glance, at odds with the trends for dwarf galaxies highlighted in Fig. 4 , where it is clear that there are many "cuspy" systems where baryons are unimportant and, in addition, that baryons actually do play an important role at the centre of systems with the largest cores. Can SIDM models resolve this apparent disagreement? We explore this by using an analytical model, described in detail in the Appendix, to estimate the response of SIDM halos to the accumulation of baryons at the centre, and to compare the resulting rotation curves with observations. In particular, we use the actual baryonic mass profile of individual galaxies and place them in randomly selected SIDM halos of the appropriate Vmax to verify whether the resulting rotation curves reproduce the observed diversity.
Note that this is not the same as asking whether it is possible to obtain adequate fits to individual rotation curves in SIDM halos by allowing the size of the core to vary as a free parameter, as in, e.g., Ren et al. (2019) . Instead, we would like to address whether observed galaxies, if placed in average SIDM halos (and not halos chosen to fit the observed rotation curves), are able to reproduce the diversity. If they do not, then it means that some relation between the baryonic properties of the galaxies and the size of the core must be assumed in order to match the observed diversity (see Creasey et al. 2017 , for a similar argument). While this could be the case, it would reduce, in our opinion, the appeal of the SIDM scenario to explain the diversity of dwarf galaxy rotation curves.
Our modeling proceeds as follows. For each observed galaxy in our sample, we choose a random SIDM10 halo of matching Vmax (Sec. 4.4.1) and compute the change in the inner dark matter distribution expected from the addition of the baryons. The procedure uses the full baryonic distribution of each galaxy (given by V bar (r)) to compute the response of the dark matter (see details in Sec. A3), and results in a new rotation curve for the galaxy. The procedure preserves Vmax and V bar (r) of each galaxy, but modifies its rotation speed at the inner fiducial radius, V fid .
The results of this modeling are presented in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 9 . At first glance, this results in a wider range of rotation curves compared to the LCDM simulations shown in Fig. 7 . This is, however, partly a result of the wider diversity of baryonic profiles probed here, which matches, by construction, exactly those of the observed sample.
In particular, the SIDM10 model successfully reproduces the steeply rising rotation curves of massive galaxies (i.e., Vmax > 150 km/s), despite the fairly large cores imposed by SIDM. In lower mass systems the diversity is reproduced less well, with fewer systems near the 1:1 line and, despite the extreme value of ssi adopted, few cores as large as observed. This is especially true at the very low mass end, where we expect SIDM cores to be too small to affect the rotation curve at r fid . This conclusion is supported by the distribution of galaxies in the ηrot-η bar plane (left-hand panel of Fig. 10) where it is clear that there are few galaxies in the upper-left and bottom-right corners of this plot. Like the BICC models discussed in Sec. 4.3, SIDM10 has difficulty accounting for both the observed population of sharplyrising rotation curves without a dominant inner baryonic contribution, and for the very slowly-rising rotation curves where baryons play an important role near the centre.
SIDM10 + baryons: a simulation
The results of a cosmological hydrodynamical simulation that includes a self-interaction cross section of ssi = 10 cm 2 /g and the EAGLE/APOSTLE star formation/feedback implementation are presented in the bottom-right panel of Fig. 9 . (Details of the simulation are given in Sec. 3.) Recall that, because of the low star formation density threshold adopted in this model, we do not expect baryonic outflows to effect large changes in the inner dark matter density profile. Indeed, the simulation results show that, in terms of V fid -Vmax, the simulated galaxies follow approximately the dark matter-only results (indicated by the blue shaded area). As for the analytic model discussed in the previous subsection, lowmass simulated galaxies fail to populate the rapidly-rising (1:1) rotation curve regime and to account for the largest observed cores.
These conclusions are again supported by inspection of the ηrot-η bar plane, shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 10 . There is again a clear dearth of "cuspy" systems where the baryons are gravitationally unimportant (upper-left corner), and of "cored" systems where baryons dominate the inner regions (bottom-right corner). Indeed, baryons do not seem to play an important role in any SIDM10 system, although this is likely a result of the particular star formation algorithm adopted in the EAGLE/APOSTLE code. These conclusions echo those of the previous subsection, and highlight the difficulty faced by models where most halos develop cores to explain to rotation curve diversity.
Diversity and non-circular motions
Finally, we consider the effects that non-circular motions may have on the interpretation of the rotation curve diversity. As discussed by Oman et al. (2019) and Marasco et al. (2018) , the triaxial potential of LCDM halos may induce non-circular motions in the gaseous discs of dwarf galaxies. In the simplest case, closed orbits in the disc plane become elliptical and the azimuthal speed of the gas varies along the orbit, from maxima along the orbital minor axis (pericentres) of the ellipse to minima along the orbital major axis (apocentres). This may lead to different rotation curves for the same galaxy, depending on how the line of nodes of a particular sky projection aligns with the orbital principal axis. In particular, large underestimates of the inner circular velocity may result when the projected kinematic major axis is aligned with the orbital apocentres, mimicking the effect of a core.
Non-circular motions may affect the inferred values of both V fid and Vmax, introducing scatter in the tight relation between these two parameters expected in LCDM simulations where cores do not form, such as APOSTLE. We show the effect by selecting two dwarf galaxies from the AP-L1 sample and projecting them along 24 different lines of sight at fixed inclination, i = 60 o . Synthetic HI data cubes are constructed for each projection, which are then modelled using 3D BAROLO, a publicly available tilted-ring processing tool (Di Teodoro & Fraternali 2015; Iorio et al. 2017) . Details of the modeling as applied to the APOSTLE galaxies may be found in Oman et al. (2019) .
Each of the two galaxies is shown with different colors in Fig. 11 , illustrating the dramatic impact that non-circular motions may have on the V fid -Vmax and ηrot-η bar correlations. At least for these two galaxies the effects of non-circular motions are quite substantial. For galaxy AP-L1-V6-5-0 (shown in blue; notation as in Oman et al. 2019) , the maximum circular velocity may vary from 70 km/s to slightly over 100 km/s and the inferred rotation speed at the inner fiducial radius from ∼ 30 to 100 km/s, depending on projection. Non-circular motions of this magnitude can clearly explain much of the observed diversity in the V fid -Vmax plane.
In particular, the same galaxy could end up being classified either as a rapidly-rising rotation curve where baryons are relatively unimportant (top-left corner in the bottom panel of Fig. 11 ), or as a galaxy with a large core where baryons dominate the inner regions (bottom-right corner of the same panel). This is because non-circular motions tend to scatter galaxies along the same band in the ηrot-η bar plane traced by dwarf galaxies (see galaxies with Vmax < 150 km/s in Fig. 4) . Non-circular motions thus provide an appealing explanation for this puzzling trend, which, as we have discussed, is not reproduced well in other scenarios.
Although attractive, the non-circular motion explanation of the diversity also suffers from shortcomings. In particular, it may be argued that the magnitude of non-circular motions required to spread galaxies across the whole ηrot-η bar plane is quite substantial, whereas many observed galaxies show quieter velocity fields, without clear obvious distortions . However, Oman et al. (2019) report that at least two galaxies with obvious "cores" (DDO 47 and DDO 87) show clear signs of noncircular motions and emphasize that these may be difficult to detect because of the large number of free parameters involved in tiltedring model fits.
A second difficulty refers to our earlier discussion of Fig. 3 , which shows that "cores" are only manifest in low surface brightness/density galaxies. If diversity were due mostly to non-circular motions, why would they only affect low surface brightness galaxies? There is no clear answer to this, but one possibility is that in galaxies with highly-concentrated baryonic components the halo would respond by becoming more spherical, reducing the importance of non-circular motions (e.g., Abadi et al. 2010, and references therein) . For the same reason, we emphasize that non-circular motions of the kind described here would only be expected in LCDM halos that have preserved their original cusp and triaxiality, since mechanisms that erase the cusp are also likely to sphericalize the halo. This is a well known feature of SIDM (e.g., Miralda-Escudé 2002) that is likely to apply as well to baryon-induced cores.
A detailed re-analysis of all "cored" galaxies designed specifically to test the non circular-motion hypothesis, together with a concerted effort to infer rotation curves from synthetic 2D velocity fields for more simulated galaxies are clearly needed in order to assess the true viability of this scenario. However, at least from the evidence presented in Fig. 11 , it would be premature to rule out non-circular motions as one of the driving causes of the observed diversity.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Dwarf galaxy rotation curves are challenging to reproduce in the standard Lambda Cold Dark Matter (LCDM) cosmogony. In some galaxies, rotation speeds rise rapidly to their maximum value, consistent with the circular velocity curves expected of cuspy LCDM halos. In others, however, rotation speeds rise more slowly, revealing large "inner mass deficits" or "cores" when compared with LCDM halos (e.g., de Blok 2010). This diversity is unexpected in LCDM, where, in the absence of modifications by baryons, circular velocity curves are expected to be simple, self-similar functions of the total halo mass (Navarro et al. 1996b (Navarro et al. , 1997 Oman et al. 2015) . We examine in this paper the viability of different scenarios proposed to explain the diversity, and, in particular, the apparent presence of both cusps and cores in dwarfs.
In one scenario the diversity is caused by variations in the baryonic contribution to the acceleration in the inner regions, perhaps linked to rotation velocities through the "mass discrepancyacceleration relation" (MDAR; McGaugh et al. 2016) . In agreement with previous work, we show here that the inner regions of many dwarf galaxies deviate from such relation, especially those where the evidence for "cores" is most compelling. We conclude that the MDAR does not hold in the inner regions of low-mass galaxies and, therefore, it cannot be responsible for the observed diversity.
A second scenario (BICC; "baryon-induced cores/cusps") en-visions the diversity as caused by the effect of baryonic inflows and outflows during the formation of the galaxy, which may rearrange the inner dark matter profiles: cores are created by baryonic blowouts but cusps can be recreated by further baryonic infall (see; e.g., Navarro et al. 1996a; Pontzen & Governato 2012; Di Cintio et al. 2014a; Tollet et al. 2016; Benítez-Llambay et al. 2019) . A third scenario (SIDM) argues that dark matter self-interactions may reduce the central DM densities relative to CDM, creating cores. As in BICC, cusps may be re-formed in galaxies where baryons are gravitationally important enough to deepen substantially the central potential (see, e.g., Tulin & Yu 2018 , for a recent review).
We have analyzed cosmological simulations of these two scenarios and find that, although they both show promise explaining systems with cores, neither reproduces the observed diversity in full detail. Indeed, both scenarios have difficulty reproducing an intriguing feature of the observed diversity, namely the existence of galaxies with fast-rising rotation curves where the gravitational effects of baryons in the inner regions is unimportant. They also face difficulty explaining slowly-rising rotation curves where baryons actually dominate in the inner regions, which are also present in the observational sample we analyze.
We argue that these issues present a difficult problem for any scenario where most halos are expected to develop a sizable core and where baryons are supposed to be responsible for the observed diversity. This is especially so because the relation between baryon surface density and rotation curve shape is quite weak in the dwarf galaxy regime, and thus unlikely to drive the diversity. We emphasize that, strictly speaking, this conclusion applies only to the particular implementations of BICC and SIDM we have tested here. These are by no means the only possible realizations of these scenarios, and it is definitely possible that further refinements may lead to improvements in their accounting of the rotation curve diversity.
Our conclusions regarding SIDM may seem at odds with recent work that reports good agreement between SIDM predictions and dwarf galaxy rotation curves (see; e.g., the recent preprint of Kaplinghat et al. 2019 , which appeared as we were readying this paper for submission, and references therein). That work, however, was meant to address whether observed rotation curves can be reproduced by adjusting the SIDM halo parameters freely in the fitting procedure, with promising results. Our analysis, on the other hand, explores whether the observed galaxies, if placed in average (random) SIDM halos, would exhibit the observed diversity. Our results do show, in agreement with earlier work, that SIDM leads to a wide distribution of rotation curve shapes. However they also highlight the fact that outliers, be they large cores or cuspy systems, are not readily accounted for in this scenario, an issue that was also raised by Creasey et al. (2017) . Whether this is a critical flaw of the SIDM scenario, or just signals the need for further elaboration, is still unclear.
We end by noting that the rather peculiar relation between inner baryon dominance and rotation curve shapes could be naturally explained if non-circular motions were a driving cause of the diversity. For this scenario to succeed, however, it would need to explain why such motions affect solely low surface brightness galaxies, the systems where the evidence for "cores" is most compelling. Further progress in this regard would require a detailed reanalysis of the data to uncover evidence for non-circular motions, and a clear elaboration of the reason why non-circular motions do not affect massive, high surface brightness galaxies. Until then, we would argue that the dwarf galaxy rotation curve diversity problem remains, for the time being, open. eq. A7 numerically, therefore, requires that appropriate boundary conditions are set.
Motivated by the density profile of the numerical SIDM halo shown in the top panel of Fig. A1 , we may set the conditions y(0) = 0 (i.e., finite central density) and dy/dx(r = 0) = 0 (i.e., a flat density slope at the centre or "constant density core") to solve for y(x).
This solution gives a unique ρ(r) profile that may be scaled for any particular pair of values chosen from ρ0, r0, and σ0. The thin blue lines in the top two panels of Fig. A1 show one of these profiles, and demonstrates that it provides an excellent fit to the actual inner density profile of simulated SIDM halos. This analytical model is similar to that of Kaplinghat et al. (2014) .
A2 SIDM transformation of LCDM halos: empirical relations
As decribed above, describing the inner mass profile of an SIDM halo requires that two parameters be specified. These parameters are expected to be closely related to the NFW parameters of its corresponding LCDM halo. We show this in Fig. A2 for matching pairs of halos identified in dark-matter-only LCDM and SIDM runs of one of the AP-L1 volumes. The SIDM run assumes ssi = 10 cm 2 /g. Fig. A2 shows the relation between the maximum circular velocity of the LCDM halo and the central velocity dispersion of its SIDM counterpart (σ0, left panel), as well as the relation between the LCDM characteristic radius r1 and the corresponding SIDM core radius, r0. These two relations, together with their scatter, may be used to generate a population of SIDM halos using the LCDM M200(c) relation (and its scatter), since the mass and concentration of an NFW halo fully specify r1 and Vmax.
The blue bands shown in Fig. 9 were computed this way, after transforming thousands of Planck-normalized LCDM halos with M200 and c sampled from the mass-concentration relation of Ludlow et al. (2016) . We emphasize that the relations shown in Fig. A2 are sensitive to the assumed value of ssi = 10 cm 2 /g.
A3 Including baryons in SIDM halos
The formulation described in Sec. A1 may be easily modified to account for an additional (baryonic) mass component. In this case, the total gravitational potential is modified so that the circular velocity term in Eq. A3 is split between the dark matter and baryon contributions as V 2 c = V 2 dm + V 2 bar . Carrying this change through the derivation yields a modified version of Eq. A7;
This allows the mass profile of the baryonic component, specified by V bar (r), to be readily included when computing the dark matter profile of the SIDM halo. In order to set the appropriate boundary conditions, we note that isothermal distributions generally satisfy, from inspection of eq. A3, that
This implies that the deeper the central potential becomes because of the baryonic component, the higher the central dark matter density of the SIDM halo is expected to be. In practice, our modeling proceeds as follows. Given an SIDM halo, characterized by a central density and core radius, which fully Figure A1 . Density (top), circular velocity (middle) and radial velocity dispersion (bottom) profiles for a low mass LCDM halo (black) and its SIDM counterpart evolved assuming s si = 10 cm 2 /g (blue). Thin solid black lines correspond to the best NFW fit to the LCDM halo profiles. Thin solid blue lines indicate the best fitting SIDM profile, computed as described in Sec. A1. Some of the characteristic halo parameters are indicated in the profiles, such the central SIDM density, ρ 0 , core radius, r 0 , and central velocity dispersion, σ 0 . The characteristic r 1 radius (eq. A2) and maximum velocity, Vmax, of the NFW fit are also indicated. The grey area indicates the region inside the Power et al. (2003) convergence radius. Figure A2 . Empirical relations between the characteristic parameters of CDM and SIDM (s si = 10 cm 2 /g) matched halo pairs in the APOS-TLE L1-V1 simulation. Left: Central SIDM velocity dispersion, σ 0 , versus LCDM Vmax. Right: Characteristic SIDM core radius r 0 versus the characteristic LCDM radius, r 1 , given by Eq. A2. Figure A3 . Baryon-induced transformation of an SIDM halo, according to the model described in Sec. A3. Two examples are given, where the baryonic mass profiles of NGC 1075 (left) and IC 2574 (right) are added to randomly selected SIDM halos with matching Vmax (73 km/s for NGC 1075, and 68 km/s for IC 2574). The dark-matter-only SIDM halo profiles are shown with solid lines. The resulting profiles induced by the baryonic component and the rescaling/normalization procedure described in Sec. A3 are shown with dashed lines. Note that the dark matter profile is less affected in the case of IC 2574 than for NGC 1075 because the baryonic mass distribution is more extended in the former and has a smaller effect on the central gravitational potential. specify its circular velocity profile, V 2 dm (r), we would like to compute how it would be modified by the addition of a baryonic component, specified by V 2 bar (r) over the radial range (0, r last ), where the rotation curve has been measured. The gravitational potential change between these two radii is given by
which, in turn, should set the drop in dark matter density from the centre to r last ; i.e., ρ dm (0)/ρ dm (r last ) = exp(δΦ 0l ), according to Eq. A9. We impose this condition when solving Eq. A8 to find the dark matter density profile in the presence of baryons. The final dark matter profile is renormalized by the universal baryon fraction to take into account the fact that the SIDM halo parameters computed as described in Sec. A2 were computed from a dark-matteronly simulation. We also make a small adjustment to account for the fact that the potential wells of low mass halos in cosmological hydrodyamical simulations are systematically less deep than in dark-matter-only runs (see; e.g., Sawala et al. 2016 ). These adjustments have a minor effect on our results, but help to reconcile our analytical model with the results of the SIDM cosmological hydrodynamical run shown in the bottom-right panels of Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 .
For illustration, we show two examples of our procedure in Fig. A3 . This illustrates the effect on the inner dark matter profile of two rather different baryonic distributions; that of NGC 1075 (left) and that of IC 2574 (right), when added to two randomly drawn SIDM halos with maximum velocities matching the observed values of each of these galaxies. The solid black lines indicate the dark-matter-only SIDM profile; the dashed black lines are the resulting profiles after the baryons have been added. Note that the dashed-line profiles have less dark matter in total because of the baryonic mass renormalization described in the preceding paragraph. The addition of baryons leads, as expected, to dark matter profiles that are denser near the centre and that drop more sharply than their dark-matter-only counterparts. Table A1 . Observational data used in this work. Column 2 provides the sample the galaxy belongs to: 'S' (SPARC, Lelli et al. 2016) , 'LT' (LITTLE THINGS Oh et al. 2015) , 'TH' (THINGS de Blok et al. 2008) , 'A' (Adams et al. 2014) , 'R' (Relatores et al. 2019 
